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Full-waveform tomography reveals iron spin
crossover in Earth’s lower mantle

Laura Cobden 1 , Jingyi Zhuang 2, Wenjie Lei2,3,8,
Renata Wentzcovitch 2,4,5,6,7 , Jeannot Trampert 1 & Jeroen Tromp 3

Three-dimensional models of Earth’s seismic structure can be used to identify
temperature-dependent phenomena, including mineralogical phase and spin
transformations, that are obscured in 1-D spherical averages. Full-waveform
tomography maps seismic wave-speeds inside the Earth in three dimensions,
at a higher resolution than classical methods. By providing absolute wave
speeds (rather than perturbations) and simultaneously constraining bulk and
shear wave speeds over the same frequency range, it becomes feasible to
distinguish variations in temperature from changes in composition or spin
state. We present a quantitative joint interpretation of bulk and shear wave
speeds in the lower mantle, using a recently published full-waveform tomo-
graphy model. At all depths the diversity of wave speeds cannot be explained
by an isochemical mantle. Between 1000 and 2500 km depth, hypothetical
mantle models containing an electronic spin crossover in ferropericlase pro-
vide a significantly better fit to the wave-speed distributions, as well as more
realistic temperatures and silica contents, than models without a spin cross-
over. Below 2500 km, wave speed distributions are explained by an enrich-
ment in silica towards the core-mantle boundary. This silica enrichment may
represent the fractionated remains of an ancient basal magma ocean.

Seismic tomographyprovidesmaps of thewave-speed structure inside
the Earth’smantle but interpreting thesemaps in terms of dynamically
relevant parameters such as temperature and mineralogy is a formid-
able task1,2. Different thermochemical parameters can have opposing
effects and hence “trade off”with each other to produce a given wave-
speed value3. Breaking this trade-off requires a joint interpretation of
multiple observables, such as compressional (P) and shear (S) wave
speeds together, or wave speeds with density.

While there aremany different P and Swave-speedmodels for the
lower mantle, most were obtained independently with different data
sets and at different seismic frequencies, rendering a joint inter-
pretation ineffectual4,5. Additionally, themajority of thesemodelswere
derived using classical methods which utilize only a fraction of the

information available in a seismogram, and which do not capture
complexwavephenomena suchasdiffraction. 3-Dwave speeds in such
tomographic models are usually expressed as linear perturbations
from a reference model, rather than absolute values. In the lower
mantle, with the exception of the lowermost 300-400 km (D” layer),
these perturbations are small – mostly less than 1-2%. This further
obfuscates a quantitative interpretation because many different
combinations of thermal or compositional changes – aswell as errors –
can produce the observed signals. Furthermore, damping and reg-
ularization underestimate the true amplitudes of wave speed
variations6.

Tomographymodels derived via full-waveform inversion, that are
based on fitting whole seismograms and in which the physics of wave
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propagation is accurately incorporated, provide images of the Earth’s
interior that are both sharper in resolution and show larger amplitude
variations6. Additionally, the iterative, non-linear inversion procedure
directly delivers absolute wave speeds, significantly improving the
constraints that can be placed on the underlying physical properties7.

While the theoretical background for full-waveform inversion was
developed almost 40 years ago (e.g.,8), performing such calculations
on a global scale has only just become computationally feasible9. We
present a physical interpretation of a recently published global full-
waveform tomography model10, GLAD-M25, between 1000 and
2800 km depth. GLAD-M25 constrains bulk and shear wave speeds
simultaneouslyusing the samedata andover the same range of seismic
frequencies (everything in the range 17–150 s) and has excellent data
coverage for both P and S waves traversing the lower mantle. The
model resolution has been determined using point spread functions
(see SupplementaryMaterial in10), which demonstrate that the P and S
wave speeds are well-resolved in the mid-mantle. Furthermore, GLAD-
M25 is based on frequency-dependent travel time measurements and
not amplitude measurements such that the tomography model is not
biasedbydifferential amplitudes betweenP and S arrivals. Remarkably,
using phase and travel time measurements alone, GLAD-M25 recon-
structs the amplitudes of the waveforms almost completely. These
factors make a joint interpretation of the P and S wave speeds
meaningful.

The bulk wave speed, VΦ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
K=ρ

p
, is obtained through a simple

combination of the compressional (VP =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K + 4=3ð ÞGð Þ=ρÞ

p
, and shear

(V S =
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
G=ρ

p
) wave speeds, where K is the bulk modulus (incompressi-

bility) of the material, G is the shear modulus (rigidity) and ρ is the
density, i.e. V2

Φ =V 2
P � ð4=3ÞV 2

s . Interpretation of P-wave speed directly
is challenging because it depends on both the bulk and shear moduli
that are differentially influenced by mineral physics processes. Hence,
the separation of the wave speeds into bulk and shear components
facilitates interpretation.

Here, we study the frequency distributions (i.e., histograms) of
shear and bulk wave speeds as a function of depth in GLAD-M25. By
forward modeling the elastic properties of candidate mantle models
via mineral physics, these histograms provide information on the
ranges of temperature and composition at different depths in the
mantle, as well as any first-order mineralogical transformations that
influence seismic properties11. The power of working with globally-
compiled histograms rather than local wavespeeds (i.e. wave-speeds
associated with a specific latitude and longitude) is that the effect of
uncertainties in either the mineral physics or tomography is much
smaller. Additionally, as opposed to 1D spherical averages12,13, these
distributions displaymore clearly the fingerprint of the spin crossover
within any region containing ferropericlase. This is a distinct depth-
dependent temperature-induced change in the seismic velocities, with
dVs/dT < 0 while dVΦ/dT ≥0.

We create our candidate mantle models by selecting tempera-
tures and compositions randomly from pre-defined ranges (the Prior)
in a Monte-Carlo procedure. For each selected temperature and
composition, we calculate the equilibrium mineral phase assemblage
via a Gibbs energyminimization and use equation-of-statemodeling to
compute the bulk and shear wave speeds of the assemblage. Wave
speeds are adjusted for temperature-dependent anelasticity, although
the effect of this correction on the wave speeds at body-wave fre-
quencies is very small (seeMethods for further details). We repeat this
procedure hundreds of thousands of times for a given prior.

Results
Effect of fixed vs variable composition in the lower mantle
We consider three different priors for the lower mantle composition
(Supplementary Fig. S1). In the first, all models have a pyrolite com-
position. Pyrolite14 is the hypothetical source material for mid-ocean
ridge basalts (MORB), and therefore geodynamic models of mantle

convection, as well as mineral physics calculations, often begin with
the assumption that this is the average bulk composition of the lower
mantle. The exact definition of pyrolite varies between petrological
studies, so we allow minor changes in composition between pyrolite
models to accommodate this uncertainty.

In our second prior, we allow very broad variations in chemistry;
extending continuously from the ranges seen in mantle xenoliths15 up
to the values seen inMORBs e.g.16 and chondritic Earthmodels17. While
this gives a lot of freedom in compositional possibilities for themantle,
it also includesmany intermediate compositions between pyrolite and
MORB that are not realistic, and it is furthermore questionable if
subductedoceanic crust canbe resolved at the length-scales of seismic
tomography. Therefore, in our third prior we again vary the chemistry,
covering the full variability seen in xenoliths and beyond, but the
ranges are more restricted such that MORB-like models are excluded.

A simple, effective method to assess the relative feasibility of the
three priors is to look at scatter plots of bulk versus shear wave speed
at different depths. An example is shown in Fig. 1 at depth intervals of
300 km. In the pyrolitemodels (Fig. 1a), wave-speed variations follow a
narrow diagonal trend due to temperature variations, and clearly,
these models cannot capture the diversity of the bulk and shear wave
speeds inGLAD-M25 simultaneously at any depth (although they fit the
ranges of either the bulk or the shear wave speeds in isolation).
Assuming a different fixed composition than pyrolite would shift the
clouds of the models without expanding their scatter. This gives a
strong indication that variations in chemistry are required to explain
seismic wave speeds in the lower mantle.

With broad variations in chemistry it is possible to generate bulk
and shear wave speeds which match the diversity of wave speeds seen
in GLAD-M25 (Fig. 1b). With restricted variations in chemistry (Fig. 1c),
this is possible at the top of the lower mantle, but with increasing
depth the overlap between the synthetic models and GLAD-M25
decreases, before improving again in the D” region.

Effect of an iron spin crossover
In order to improve thefit in themid-mantlewith the “restricted”prior,
we require a mechanism that reduces VΦ relative to VS. Both experi-
ments and theoretical calculations have predicted that Fe2+ in (Mg,Fe)
O (ferropericlase) is susceptible to a spin state change18,19. The spin
state refers to theoccupancyof the 3dorbitals in iron: in ferrous iron in
the high-spin (HS) state, four electrons occupy unpaired orbitals and
two are paired; in the low-spin (LS) state, all six electrons are paired,
thus occupying three orbitals only. At low temperatures the crossover
takes place relatively abruptly, but along a lowermantle geotherm, the
HS-LS crossover takes place over a broad pressure/depth range20,21

(Fig. S18). This is known as the spin crossover region, in which both
spin states coexist – i.e. the “mixed spin” (MS) state. Owing to theo-
retical approximations and experimental limitations, there is still some
uncertainty on the exact depth onset and thickness of the iron spin
crossover (ISC) region at mantle temperatures.

The ISC in ferropericlase is associated with a significant softening
of the bulkmodulus22,23, and smaller changes in the shearmodulus and
density (Fig. S5). This is in line with what our variable-composition
models require to better fit seismic observations (Fig. 1c). However,
because of the gradual and smooth nature of the ISC, and the fact that
ferropericlase is expected to constitute not more than ~15-20 vol% of
thebulkmineralogy, its effect onseismic propertiesmaybe subtle. The
spin crossover cannot be readily discerned in spherically-symmetric 1-
D reference models such as PREM12 and AK13513. This is unsurprising
since it would likely manifest as a change in velocity gradient with
depth rather than a sharp discontinuity24. The gradients in these 1-D
referencemodels are pre-determined by the parameterization choices
during the inversion procedure25. Interestingly, the 1-D radial average
for VP/VS in GLAD-M25 does display a small decrease in the mid-
mantle which may be compatible with a spin crossover (see Figure A1
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in Lei et al.10). We are cautious to make such an interpretation, as 3-D
variations in physical structure may produce a 1-D average structure
which has no physical basis (and whose interpretation is non-unique).
The ISC, whose depth onset depends on both temperature and com-
position, is expected to have significant 3-D variations in a convecting
mantle, and 1-D spherical averages are particularly biased by phe-
nomena which exhibit strong lateral variations26. We therefore study
the full distributions of the wave speeds provided by seismic tomo-
graphy, and not just the mean value reflected by the 1-D average.

Recently, evidence for a spin crossover has been suggestedon the
basis of differential abundances of “fast” and “slow” wave speeds
between P and S wave speed tomography models27. However, the
tomography models used in27 were derived at different seismic fre-
quencies and resolution, with different methods and datasets and are
not fully consistentwith eachother.Conclusions about thepresenceof
the ISC were based on individual models but were best discerned
through a “vote map” technique that extracts the most robust and
common qualitative patterns in these models. Here, we apply a fully
quantitative approach with a tomography model in which the P and S
wave speeds are demonstrably consistent with each other.

The effect of the ISC on seismic wave speeds were recalculated
using a novel non-ideal HS-LSmixing ab initiomodel for ferropericlase
(see Methods for details). The non-ideal HS-LS mixing broadens con-
siderably the ISC depth range (Fig. S18). We investigated the effect of
two approximations on the ISC pressure/temperature range: ideal vs.
non-ideal HS-LS mixing and magnetic entropy. Using the newly

calculated velocities we correct the bulkmodulus, shearmodulus, and
density of our prior models accordingly. Inclusion of the ISC effect on
bulk and shear moduli expands the ranges of scatter plots (Fig. 1)
significantly. For fixed composition (pyrolite) models, the scatter of
bulk and shear wave speeds still does not overlap with GLAD-M25
(Fig. 1d), but formodelswith variable composition (Prior 3) it becomes
possible to fit GLAD-M25 everywhere above D” (Fig. 1e).

We can quantify the relative fit of the models with and without
the ISC by applying a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm28. This algo-
rithm compares histograms between a target distribution (GLAD-
M25) and a prior distribution (the minerological models). The
concept is illustrated in Fig. S6. The algorithm selects a subset of
models from the prior based on the relative heights of the bars in
the two histograms, to replicate the target distribution as close as
possible. The algorithm considers each bar of the histogram in turn.
Where the frequency of the prior is bigger than the target frequency
for that bar, the algorithm discards a fraction of the mineralogical
models in proportion to the relative heights of the bars and using a
random number generator to select which particular models are
discarded. Where the frequency of the prior is less than the target
frequency, all models are retained. New histograms are constructed
for the retainedmodels, and this procedure is iterated until the best
fit between the retainedmodels and the target is obtained.With ~106

models in the prior, the algorithm usually converges within 10-20
iterations, but the exact number depends on how similar the two
histograms are initially.

Fig. 1 | Scatter plots showing ranges of bulk and shear wave speed in seismic
tomography (GLAD-M25) versus different thermochemical priors. Black clouds
are for GLAD-M25, where wave speeds have been specified at every 1 degree lati-
tude and longitude and comprise 65,341 data points (i.e., 181 lat × 361 lon). Colored
clouds are for thermochemical models: 330,000 pyrolite models and 750,000
variable compositionmodels. Priormodels are selected at random from the ranges
shown in Fig. S1. Top row:modelswithout a correction for iron spin crossover (ISC)

in ferropericlase. Bottom row: models with a correction for ISC in ferropericlase
(a, d) pyrolite (Prior 1); (b) broad variable composition (Prior 2), (c, e) restricted
variable composition (Prior 3). E is split into two plots (i and ii) in order to visualize
overlapping ranges. d, e were calculated assuming non-ideal mixing between the
high spin (HS) and low spin (LS) states. Plot (d) is without magnetic effects while
Plot (e) is with magnetic effects (see “Methods” section and Fig. S3 for further
information).
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We quantify the fit of a given set of retained models (the poster-
ior) to the target distribution (Vϕ or VS of GLAD-M25) as follows: For
the i’th bar of the histogram, we define fmin as whichever is the lower
value out of: the frequency of the posterior (fp) and the frequency of
the target (ft). Since both distributions are normalized to 100%, the fit
is then given by the sum of fmin over all values of i. In other words:

f it %ð Þ=
X
i

minðf p, f tÞ

We use this approach because it is simple and illustrates the
degree of fit clearly.

In our application of theMetropolis-Hastings algorithm, we fit the
frequency distributions of shear and bulkwave speeds simultaneously,
at a given depth. For Prior 3 (variable composition, restricted ranges),
inclusion of the ISC improves the fit substantially between ~1800 and
2500 km (Fig. 2), giving us an indication of the depth range in the
mantlewhere the ISC ismost prevalent. This improvement holds for all
four approximations made in the ferropericlase ISC modeling and
clearly originates in the presenceof the ISC (Fig. S20). In particular, the
ISC models with magnetic entropic effects (MEE) offer the best fit.
These models broaden the ISC along the mantle geotherm. The non-
ideal SSmodelwithMEEgives thebroadest ISC range in themantle and
fits mantle seismic wave speeds best. In the D” region, models with an
ISC correction fit the same as, or worse than, models without this
correction.

By studying the physical properties of the “best fitting” models
(i.e., those retained by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm), we can
further constrain the frequency distributions of temperature, bulk
composition, and mineralogy which can reconstruct the wave speed
distributions of GLAD-M25. The key findings are shown in Fig. 3.
Although “broad” chemical variations can fit seismic observations
equally well with or without an ISC (Prior 2, Fig. S7), models without an
ISC are very cold ( ~ 800K below a standard mantle adiabat) and they

compensate for not having a spin crossover with a major depletion in
SiO2 in the mid-lower mantle (this manifests as a depletion in bridg-
manite). The values of SiO2 (<36wt%) are much lower than any model
proposed for the bulkmantle composition on the basis of petrological
or cosmochemical arguments14,17,29–31 and extend over a depth range of
several hundred kilometers, which is volumetrically significant when
integrated over the whole mantle. Including the effects of an ISC
results in mantle temperatures and silica contents which are geody-
namically and geochemically more plausible, for both broad and
restricted variations in chemistry.

In the D” region, bulk wave speed increases at a faster rate than in
the overlying mantle. Our thermochemical models cater for this with
an enrichment in SiO2 towards the core-mantle boundary (Fig. 3),
regardless of the prior ranges in chemistry or whether an ISC correc-
tion is applied. Models selected from a broad prior (Prior 2) can
accommodate a greater enrichment in SiO2, and these models also fit
the seismic data better than the models based on the narrow prior
(Prior 3) (compare Figs. 2 and S7). In the absence of sufficiently SiO2-
rich models, the models taken from Prior 3 compensate by reducing
the iron content (Fig. S9) but this then provides a less optimal fit to
shear and bulk properties simultaneously.

Reducing the iron content also reduces the density. Although our
results are based on fittingwave speeds, density is implicitly calculated
in our simulations, and we can compare the density distributions of
our thermochemical models with PREM (Fig. S14). We find that above
D”, both Prior 2 and Prior 3 are compatiblewith PREM.However, in the
D” region, themore Si-enrichedmodels (from Prior 2) aremore similar
to PREM than the restricted-SiO2 models (from Prior 3).

Discussion
While the existence of a widespread ISC in Earth’s lower mantle was
hypothesized over 30 years ago18, a seismic signature was not antici-
pated until recently23,24,32. Ascertaining the presenceof the crossover is
important because the redistribution of electrons in Fe2+ alters the
thermal and electrical conductivity of ferropericlase, as well as the
viscosity19,33,34, which in turn may influence the convection dynamics
inside the Earth, in particular the stability of chemical piles35. Previous
studies e.g.,27 have been based on demonstrating consistency between
theoretical predictions of the ISC and seismic observations. In this
study, we instead quantitatively compare the fit of mantlemodels with
and without an ISC. By modeling absolute wave speeds (rather than
perturbations from a 1-D average), we can constrain absolute tem-
peratures and compositions, which in turn allows us to distinguish
which scenarios are (im)plausible. We demonstrate that including the
elastic effects of the ISC in ferropericlase fits seismic tomography
better, and that alternative explanations for the observations, namely a
change in bulk chemistry by SiO2 depletion, are unfeasible. Using bulk
wave speed rather than P-wave speed enhances the signal of the
ISC22,32,36 (Fig. S15).

We have exhaustively addressed the uncertainty in our ISC cal-
culations by including four different theoretical models. Uncertainties
in other mineral elastic parameters are unlikely to affect our inter-
pretation because we expect that errors in the predicted elastic
properties would either shift the wave speeds by the same amount at
all depths, or would systematically increase with depth towards the
core-mantle boundary. However, the signal that we see in the seismic
data is a distinct “anomaly” that is restricted to a few hundred kilo-
meters in the mid-mantle. Our findings also cannot be explained by
anelasticity effects, as anelasticity reduces the shear wave speed rela-
tive to the bulk wave speed, whereas our data require the opposite, i.e.
a reduction the bulk wave speed relative to the shear wave speed.

Ferric iron (Fe3+) in bridgmanite may also experience a HS-LS
crossover under lower mantle conditions and is also associated with a
reduction in bulk modulus37. This effect is however expected to be
smaller than that in ferropericlase owing to the smaller concentration
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Fig. 2 | Percent fit of thermochemicalmodels to the bulk and shear wave speed
distributions in GLAD-M25 as a function of depth. Percent fit is defined as the
degree of overlap between theoretical wavespeed frequency distributions and
observed wavespeed frequency distributions (example frequency distributions are
shown in Fig. S6) (a) fit to bulk wave speed distributions and (b) fit to shear wave
speed distributions. Solid black lines are models without an iron spin crossover
(ISC) in ferropericlase. Colored lines show the effect of the ISC in ferropericlase
using four different approximate models: ideal (red) vs. non-ideal (blue) HS-LS
mixing combined with or without magnetic entropic effects (MEE) (see details in
Methods). The results plotted here are for thermochemical models with restricted
variations in chemistry (Prior 3; Fig. S1). Including the ISC significantly improves the
fit between ~1800–2500km depth.
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of Fe3+ in the average mantle, and is suppressed by the presence of
aluminum38,39. We can fit seismic wave speeds completely between
1000 and 2500 km depth by considering the ISC in ferropericlase
alone, but it is possible that a similar ISC in bridgmanite may con-
tribute to the observed signal, especially in the large low shear velocity
provinces (LLSVPs)40.

Seismic tomography models depicting slab-like features tra-
versing the whole mantle are often viewed as evidence for a che-
mically homogenous, well-mixed mantle. Our best-fitting mantle
models require chemical heterogeneity at all depths in the lower
mantle, and especially below 2500 km. A strong enrichment in silica
in the D” region may represent fractionated remnants of an ancient
magma ocean41 or MORB accumulation that are largely stable
through geological time42. These Si-rich domains could reconcile
the discrepancy in Mg/Si ratio between upper mantle rocks and
chondritic meteorites17. Future analysis of the 3-D wave-speeds
geographically may reveal how such enrichment is distributed lat-
erally. Additionally, ongoing studies in mineral physics will enable
the inclusion of the effects of ferric iron40 and calcium-rich
bridgmanite43, as well as further constraints on the stability and
elastic properties of post-perovskite, which may influence the

seismic properties in this region and subsequently modify the
inferred chemical composition.

Methods
Synthetic thermochemical models
Building the prior. Bulk compositions are defined in terms of the
NCFMAS system (i.e., the 6 major oxides in terrestrial rocks), and
models are drawn at random from three different prior distributions
(Fig. S1). For each prior, we first prescribe a maximum and minimum
value for the 6 oxides (Table S1), then for each oxide we select models
randomly fromauniformdistributionbetween these limits. Next, since
the total weight percent of all six oxides must sum to 100%, we nor-
malize the proportions of the six oxides to 100. For our variable
composition models (Priors 2 and 3), this results in prior distributions
which are non-uniform but whose peak ranges are similar to the dis-
tributions seen in xenoliths15, and whose tails accommodate more
extreme rock types. Prior to normalization, models are selected
independently for each oxide, but normalization inevitably introduces
a degree of anti-correlation between the most abundant oxides (MgO
and SiO2) since the total amount cannot exceed 100%. The other
components are uncorrelated (Figure S2).
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All models show an enrichment in SiO2 in the D” region, increasing towards the
core-mantle boundary. Left panels are for restricted variations in chemistry (Prior
3) and right panels are for broad variations in chemistry (Prior 2). See Fig. S1 for
chemical ranges of the different priors. We used results from Model-4 for the ISC
(non-ideal HS-LS mixing including full magnetic entropic effects). The other three
ISC models are shown in the Supplementary Materials, Fig. S8. Results for other
chemical/mineralogical parameters are shown in Figs. S9–S13.
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For Prior 1 (pyrolite),minor variations in chemistry are included to
account for variability in the formal definition of pyrolite, based on
refs. 14,29,31,44–48. These minor variations also serve as a buffer for
seismic uncertainties in GLAD-M25.We generate 1100 randompyrolite
compositions. For Priors 2 and 3 (variable composition), we generate
2500 random compositions each, based on xenoliths15, MORBs49 and
lower mantle models derived from chondritic and solar
abundances29,30.

We analyzeGLAD-M25 in depth intervals of 100 km, from 1000 km
to 2800 km depth, i.e. 19 depths in total. We convert these depths into
corresponding pressures using the depth-to-pressure calibration of
PREM12. At each of these pressures, we pick 300 temperatures at ran-
dom from a uniform distribution, with a minimum temperature of
900K and a maximum temperature at the solidus of MgSiO3

50. Hence,
for Prior 1, this gives a total of 330,000 thermochemicalmodels at each
depth, and for each of Priors 2 and 3, this leads to a maximum of
750,000models at each depth. The ranges of the priors determine the
ranges of seismic properties (Figs. 1, S3, and S4), while the number of
models per Prior determines how densely those ranges are sampled
(e.g., compare the density of points for Priors 2 and 3 in Fig. S2). It is
important that there are sufficientmodels available for theMetropolis-
Hastings algorithm to converge, but more models are not necessary.

Calculation of seismic properties. For each of our thermochemical
models, correspondingphase relations and isotropic elastic properties
are calculated using Perple_X thermodynamic modeling software51

together with the elastic parameters, equation of state, and solid
solution model of refs. 52,53. Occasionally with an extreme composi-
tion or at very low temperature, models are thermodynamically
unstable and are discarded from the dataset. The number of remaining
models after thermodynamically unstable ones have been discarded is
shown in Table S2.

We first output the bulk and shear wave speed of the bulk
mineral assemblage calculated directly with Perple_X. These wave
speeds represent a thermochemical model without an iron spin
crossover (ISC), and are the models plotted in Fig. 1a-c. We then
adjust the wave speeds to include the effect of an ISC in ferroper-
iclase. We consider four different theoretical approximations for
the ISC (described in Section II). We compute the change in bulk
modulus, shear modulus, and density as a function of temperature
and iron content, relative to the high-spin (HS) state which is
implicitly calculated with the database of refs. 52,53. These prop-
erties are calibrated every 100 K in temperature and 0.01 xFe in
ferropericlase. For each thermochemical model, we use a 2D inter-
polation in Python to extract the change in elastic properties in
ferropericlase at the temperature and xFe value for thatmodel.With
ferropericlase’s properties updated for an ISC, we re-calculate the
bulk and shear wave speeds (and density) of the entire mineral
assemblage using a Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging scheme.

In this procedure, a small inconsistency is introduced, because
the mineral phase relations are not modified for the ISC, while a
redistribution of iron between ferropericlase and bridgmanite is
expected (with more iron entering ferropericlase) e.g.19. Although
we do not include the effect of iron partitioning across the ISC on
aggregates’ densities and velocities, on the basis of Birch’s law, we
anticipate that such effect will be relatively small. Birch’s law relates
the compressive velocity with the aggregate density, which
depends primarily on the unchangeable aggregate composition.
This topic is beyond the scope of this work and we anticipate that
our conclusions will not be significantly affected by the iron parti-
tioning effect.

While all four theoretical approximations improve the fit toGLAD-
M25 in the mid-lower mantle, models that include non-ideal solid
solution showmore plausible thermochemical behavior after fitting to
GLAD-M25 (see Figus S8-S12) and are therefore our preferred choice.

Correction towave speeds for intrinsic anelasticity. As a last step,we
apply a simple correction to adjust shear wave-speeds for the effect of
temperature-dependent intrinsic anelasticity.We follow theprocedure
in54with theparameters given inTable S2. The anelasticity correction is
performed at a period of 1 s, as we workwith a version of GLAD-M25 in
which thewave speeds have been shifted to 1 secondperiod. The effect
on S-wave speeds is very small (<~ 0.3%).

Iron spin-crossover modeling
Thermodynamic modeling. Here we model more realistically the
acoustic velocities of ferropericlase (fp). Previously such velocities
were obtained using an ideal solid-solution mixing model55 and
more approximate vibrational properties56. Although the impor-
tance of non-ideality on the HS-LS solid solution has been empha-
sized there are no predictions of this effect on seismic velocities57.
There are two levels of modeling in the iron spin crossover (ISC)
solid-solution: a) the MgO-FeO solid solution modeling is treated as
a quasi-ideal solid-solution58,59 with end-members MgO and Mg(1-
x)FexO (xFe = 0.1875) in the high-spin (HS) or low-spin (LS) state. This
level of modeling is equivalent to treating the solid solution as a
Henryan solution, with an activity coefficient different from 1 but
constant for small x; b) the Mg(1-x)Fex

HSO and Mg(1-x)Fex
LSO solution

modeling with fixed x and LS fraction n= nLS
nHS +nLS

varying in the full
range 0 <n < 1. The non-ideal free energy expression is general, and
its contributions were described in a recent paper21:

Gnon�ideal P,T ,nð Þ=Gideal P,T ,nð Þ+GexðP,T ,nÞ ð1Þ
Gex P,T ,nð Þ is the excessGibbs free energydescribing thenon-ideal

mixing and Gideal P,T ,nð Þ is

Gideal P,T ,nð Þ= 1� nð ÞGHS P,Tð Þ+nGLS P,Tð Þ+Gmix P,T ,nð Þ, ð2Þ

where GHS=LSðP,TÞ is the Gibbs free energy of 100% HS or LS ferro-
periclase, i.e.,

GHS=LS P,Tð Þ= Fst + vib
HS=LS V ðPÞ,T ,nð Þ+PVHS=LS +Gmag P,T ,nð Þ: ð3Þ

PHS=LS = � ∂Fst + vib
HS=LS

∂V , where Fst + vib
HS=LS is the Helmholtz free energy

described within the quasiharmonic approximation (QHA)60. Fst + vib
HS=LS

includes the static energy, Est V ,nð Þ, and the vibrational contribution,
Fvib V ,T ,nð Þ:

Fst + vib V ,T ,nð Þ= Est V ,nð Þ+ Fvib V ,T ,nð Þ: ð4Þ
GmixðP,T ,nÞ is the ideal free energy of mixing:

Gmix P,T ,nð Þ= � TSconf T ,nð Þ= kBTxFe½n lnn+ 1� nð Þ ln 1� nð Þ�, ð5Þ

where Sconf T ,nð Þ is the HS/LS configuration entropy (r.h.s. in Eq. 5) and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. The magnetic contribution to the free
energy in Eq. (3) is:

Gmag P,T ,nð Þ= � TSmag T ,nð Þ= � kBTxFe 1� nð Þ ln½mð2S+ 1Þ�: ð6Þ

where Smag T ,nð Þ is the magnetic entropy (r.h.s in Eq. 6).
Gmag P,T ,nð Þ is non-zero for the HS state only. Equation (6)

assumes no exchange interaction between iron ions (no spin-spin
correlations) and corresponds to the atomic limit, where m = 3 is the
minority electron orbital degeneracy in the HS state and S = 2 is the
total spin of iron in the HS state. Equation (6) gives the maximum
magnetic entropy allowed, which is a good approximation in the limit
of small x, where Fe-Fe distances are large. For large x, Fe-Fe distances
are small, and exchange interaction may induce magnetic ordering,
decreasing Smag . fpwith xFe ≤ 0.2may still be treatedwell in the atomic
limit (as paramagnetic impurities), but here we inspect the effect of
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two limits of Smag on the spin-crossover: the maximum value given by
Eq. (6) and the minimum value, i.e.,Smag =0, as in a diamagnetic
insulating state.

Putting all these ingredients together, we minimize
Gnon�ideal P,T ,nð Þ w.r.t n to obtain the equilibrium nðP,TÞ, i.e., the
solution of

ΔGLS�HS P,Tð Þ+ ∂GexðP,T ,nÞ
∂n

+ kBTxFe ln
n

1� n
m 2S+ 1ð Þð Þ

h i
=0: ð7Þ

In the absence of Gex , the solution is

n=
1

1 +mð2S+ 1Þ exp ΔGLS�HSðP,TÞ
kBTx

h i ð8Þ

where ΔGLS�HSðP,TÞ=GLS P,Tð Þ � GHS P,Tð Þ. For non-vanishing
Gex P,T ,nð Þ (see Eq. 1), Eq. (8) needs to be solved numerically. Here
we include only the static part of GexðP,T ,nÞ, i.e., the temperature
independent excess enthalpy,

Gex P,T ,nð Þ=Hex P,nð Þ= Est
ex V ,nð Þ+ PexðV ,nÞV ð9Þ

where Est
ex V ,nð Þ is the excess static energy, and Pex V ,nð Þ= � ∂Est

ex
∂V is the is

the excess static pressure, and assume Gmag
ex = Fvib

ex =0. This is an
excellent approximation. We use a 3rd order polynomial to fit Hex P,nð Þ
with the boundary conditions Hex n =0ð Þ=0 and Hex n= 1ð Þ=0 at each
pressure:

Hex V ,nð Þ=an3 +bn2 � a+bð Þn ð10Þ

which produces

∂HexðnÞ
∂n

= 3an2 + 2bn� a+bð Þ: ð11Þ

After obtainingHex V ,nð Þ (see below),wefit Eq. (10) at each volume
and obtain aðV Þ and bðV Þ. They are as used as in Eq. (11) and replace in
Eq. (8), resulting in:

ΔGLS�HS +3an
2 + 2bn� a+ bð Þ+ kBTxFe ln

n
1� n

m 2S+ 1ð Þð Þ
h i

=0 ð12Þ

Equation (12) is then solved numerically for n at each P,T. This
procedure was followed for xFe =0.1875.

Next, we obtain HexðP,T ,nÞ:

Hex P,nð Þ= Est
ex V ,nð Þ+ Pst

exðV ,nÞV ð13Þ

where Pst
exðV ,nÞ= � ∂Est

ex
∂V . The first step in this procedure consisted in

obtaining Est
ex V ,nð Þ.

For 8 different volumes, Est
ex was obtained by carrying out ab initio

calculations on a 64-atoms supercell with 6 Fe, 26Mg, and 32O ions. n
varied from 0 to 1, in steps of 1

6. The supercell Mg/Fe configuration
maximized iron-iron distances. The possible HS-LS iron configurations
are listed in Table S3. A total of 51 HS-LS configurations are involved
but only 10 with different multiplicities are inequivalent.

A typical example of the type of results we produce is seen in
Fig. S16.

Fig. S16 shows E � E0 where

E = Est V ,T ,nð Þ= 1
Nn

XNn

i= 1

mn
i Ei ðnÞe

�Ei ðnÞ
kBT , ð14Þ

withmn
i is the multiplicity of the ith inequivalent configuration with LS-

fraction n, Nn =
PNn

i= 1 m
n
i is the total number of HS-LS configurations

for n, E0 = EHS Vð Þ and Eideal V ,nð Þ= 1� nð ÞEHS Vð Þ+nELS Vð Þ (blue sym-
bols in Fig. S16). As seen, there is an insignificant temperature

dependence inEst V ,T ,nð Þ which is rightly disregarded.
Fig. S17 shows Hex P,nð Þ at different pressures fit to a 3rd order

polynomial in n as indicated in Eq. (10).

Ab initio calculations. Self-consistent LDA+Usc calculations were
performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO code61. The projector-
augmented wave (PAW) data sets from the PSlibrary62. A kinetic-
energy cutoff of 100Ry for wave functions and 600Ry for spin-charge
density and potentials were used. In all cases, atomic orbitals were
used to construct occupation matrices and projectors in the LDA+ Usc

scheme63. The Hubbard parameter U on Fe-3d states was computed
using density-functional perturbation theory64. A cubic supercell with
64 atoms was constructed, i.e., (FexMg1-x)32O32, with x =0.1875. The
2 × 2× 2 k-point mesh was used for Brillouin zone integration. Struc-
ture optimization was performed by relaxing atomic positions with a
force convergence threshold of 0.01 eV/ Å. The convergence threshold
of all self-consistent field (SCF) calculations was 1 × 10�9 Ry and for
DFPT calculations of Usc was 1 × 10�6 Ry. Phonon calculations were
performed using the finite-displacement method and the Phonopy
code65 with force constants computed with Quantum ESPRESSO.
Vibrational density of states (VDOSs) were obtained using a q-point
20× 20×20 mesh. The vibrational contribution to the free energy was
calculated using the quasiharmonic approximation with the qha
code66. More details on these ab initio calculations can be found in21.

Herewe inspect results from four thermodynamicmodels: a) ideal
HS/LS mixing with magnetic entropy effect (MEE) (Gmag =0), b) non-
ideal mixing with MEE (Gmag given by Eq. (6)), c) ideal HS/LS mixing
without MEE, b) non-ideal mixing without MEE. The four diagrams for
nðP,TÞ for x = 0.1875 are shown in Fig. S15.

For ideal or non-ideal ISC modeling, the inclusion of MEE
decreases the slope of the ISC.WithMEE, the crossover pressure range
agrees better with data from Komabayashi et al.67 on a sample with
x =0.19.WithoutMEE, the slope of the ISC agrees betterwith Lin et al.68

data on a sample with x =0.25. This sample showed antiferromagnetic
correlations at low temperatures, consistent with Fe-Fe exchange
interaction with larger x, and lower Smag .

The 300Kcompression curves for these fourmodels are shown in
Fig. S19 below. The inclusion or exclusion of Gmag in the calculation is
not visible at 300K for the non-ideal mixing model. MEE is distin-
guishable in the slope of the ISC only, for ideal or non-ideal solution
modeling.

Thermoelasticity calculations. The formalism for thermoelasticity
with a spin crossover is described in55. The components of the com-
pliance tensor in the mixed spin (MS) state are written as:

SijðnÞV ðnÞ=nSLSij VLS + 1� nð ÞSHS
ij VHS � 1

9
αij V LS � VHS

� �∂n
∂p

����
P,T

: ð15Þ

All quantities in Eq. (15) are functions of pressure and tempera-
ture, e.g., V nð Þ=V P,T ,nð Þ or SLSij = SLSij ðP,TÞ. For this cubic system,
α11 =α12 = 1, α44 =0. The S

HS=LS
ij ðP,TÞ are obtained using by inverting the

elastic tensor, CHS=LS
ij ðP,TÞ calculated with the cij code69. The com-

pliance tensor, SijðP,T ,nÞ, is then inverted to give CijðP,T ,nÞ.
Bulk, KðP,T ,nÞ, and shear, GðP,T ,nÞ, elastic moduli can be deter-

mined from the elastic constant CijðP,T ,nÞ using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill
(VRH) averaging scheme. The Voigt average assumes that strain is
uniform throughout the system (upper bound). For a polycrystalline
system, they are:

KV =
1
9

C11 +C22 +C33

� �
+ 2ðC12 +C23 +C13Þ

� 	 ð16aÞ
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GV =
1
15

C11 +C22 +C33

� �� C12 +C23 +C13

� �
+ 3 C44 +C55 +C66

� �� 	

ð16bÞ
TheReussbound assumes uniform stress and can be computed as

KR =
1

S11 + S22 + S33
� �

+ 2ðS12 + S23 + S13Þ
� 	 ð17aÞ

GR =
15

4 S11 + S22 + S33
� �� 4 S12 + S23 + S13

� �
+ 3ðS44 + S55 + S66Þ

� 	 ð17bÞ

The arithmetic average of the Voigt and Reuss bounds is the Hill
average. Thus, the VRH average of the elastic moduli are

KVRH =
KV +KR

2
ð18aÞ

GVRH =
GV +GR

2
ð18bÞ

It is implicit that all quantities (M) above are functions of
pressure, temperature, and n, i.e., MðP,T ,nÞ, for a particular x.
Such elastic properties (MðP,T ,x,nÞ) were calculated for x = 0
and x = 0.1875 and then linearly interpolate/extrapolated
for 0≤ x ≤0:25.

The change in KVRHðP,T ,x,nÞ, GVRHðP,T ,x,nÞ, and the density
ρðP,T ,x,nÞ of the mixed spin state relative to the high spin state for
these fourmodels are offered as downloadablefiles asdescribedunder
“Data Availability”.

Data availability
Source data for Figs. 1–3, all the thermochemical models in Priors 1, 2,
and 3, and the four theoretical models to correct seismic velocities for
a spin crossover in ferropericlase, are available at https://doi.org/10.
6084/m9.figshare.24328789.
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